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Le projet en quelques étapes
• Début 2020 : 6 industriels consultés et initialement intéressés par la démarche
• Printemps 2020 : rédaction du protocole des essais sur piste d’essai
• Eté 2020 : après une série d’échanges techniques, seuls trois industriels ont 

souhaité poursuivre
• Eté 2020 : choix des sites pour chacune des 7 collectivités participantes
• Automne 2020 : 1ère série d’essais sur piste
• Printemps 2021 : 2ème série d’essais sur piste
• Eté 2021 : Rédaction du protocole d’évaluation sur site
• 3 janvier 2022 : parution du décret autorisant l’installation des radars sur voirie
• Mars – juin 2022 : essais sur site
• A venir : homologation des matériels par le LNE + essais sur site avec 

verbalisation
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Schéma de principe
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La mesure acoustique : les obstacles

• Précision de la mesure acoustique
– Véhicule isolé : évaluer l’incertitude de la mesure
– Correction de distance 

• Détection des faux positifs 
– Véhicule non bruyant qui serait verbalisé

• Détection des faux négatifs 
– Véhicule bruyant qui ne serait pas verbalisé

• Véhicules successifs ou croiseurs
– Sélectivité spatiale

• Sources de bruit parasites (ponctuelles ou continues)
– Critère d’émergence

• Conditions météorologiques particulières 
– Pluie, vent violent, …
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Comment traiter les sources parasites ?

• Sources parasites présentes dans la zone de mesure
– La résolution du système doit être suffisante pour séparer ces 

sources
– Ex : 2 véhicules qui se suivent 

• Sources parasites en dehors de la zone de mesure
– Ces sources ne doivent pas perturber la mesure du bruit émis par 

un véhicule se situant dans la zone de mesure
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Tests sur piste d’essai

• Objectif :
– Evaluation des performances acoustiques des prototypes retenus pour 

l’expérimentation

• Où et quand ?
– 2 sessions de trois semaines (automne 2020 et printemps 2021)
– Piste d’essais de l’Université Gustave Eiffel (Nantes)
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Tests sur piste d’essai – mode opératoire



Expérimentation en conditions réelles2.1. PHASE 1 – MISE EN ŒUVRE
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Détection acoustique : quelle technologie ?

• 1 seul microphone
– Niveau max de bruit au passage : OK
– Localisation impossible 
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Détection acoustique : quelle technologie ?

• Plusieurs microphones : le goniomètre acoustique
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Détection acoustique : quelle technologie ?

• Plusieurs microphones : l’antenne acoustique
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L’antenne acoustique (suite)
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L’antenne acoustique (suite)

• Influence de la fréquence :
– La sélectivité de l’antenne est plus importante aux fréquences 

élevées qu’aux basses fréquences.
– Limitation en basse fréquence (garantie d’une bonne séparation 

des sources) : liée à la dimension de l’antenne.
– Limitation en haute fréquence : liée à l’espacement entre les 

microphones.

• Sources en mouvement : 
– Effet Doppler
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Un exemple de radar acoustique : 
le dispositif Noivelcam

flow runs through two servers, namely the Local server and
Remote server, as shown in Fig. 5. The local server consists of the
NoivelCam unit that is deployed in-situ at the test site, while the
Remote server is operating at the backend in parallel with the local
server and takes care of further processing and validation of noise
violation cases. These two servers are linked by 3G communication
network. The different process flow blocks in each of the stations
are described below.

2.2.1. Local server
At the local server, the NoivelCam system mainly performs two

tasks, namely (1) Real-time SPL computation and triggering high-
speed camera to capture the number plate of the offending vehi-
cles, and (2) continuous logging of audio, video, number plate
images and weather information.

Real-time SPL computation and high-speed camera triggering
mechanism: Acoustic signal from the vehicle is acquired at a high
sampling rate (fs = 51.2 kHz) and digital samples are processed as
blocks of 100 ms. Block processing consists of low-pass filtering
and computing A-weighted exponentially averaged SPL (LAF dBA)
under the fast mode !s " 125 ms# [13]. A threshold-crossing event
is asserted if the LAF for current data block (LAF [n]) and two previ-
ous blocks (LAF [n $ 1] and LAF [n $ 2]) exceeds the pre-determined
SPL threshold ‘Th’. This event leads to a generation of a pulse signal,
which triggers the high-speed camera to start capturing the vehicle
number plate for short duration in burst mode. Therefore, it is very
critical for NoivelCam system to use appropriate threshold Th so
that all suspected vehicles above certain noise level can be caught.
To determine Th, a permissible limit of traffic noise was estimated
based on time-averaged SPL contours measured at microphone
level at different times of the day. Fig. 6 shows the hourly averaged
SPL at different hours of the day for weekend and weekday
recorded by the NoivelCam system along a busy highway facing
residential building. Note that this SPL reading is averaged over
an hour. The main observations from the SPL contours are summa-
rized below:

% In the day time from 7 AM to 7 PM, 12 h averaged SPL is 52 dBA
and 55 dBA, respectively during weekend and weekdays.

% A rapid increase in SPL by 15–20 dB is observed during the early
morning hours from 4 AM to 7 AM. This is the time period when
traffic usually picks up and is the peak traffic period due to the
start of office and school hours.

% During the late night hours from midnight to 4 AM, average SPL
drops to around 35 dBA owing to very little traffic in this period.
Therefore, any violation of the short-interval SPL of more than
60 dBA, as per guidelines from government agency [14], can
be easily captured.

It is observed in our measurements that the LAF can reach up to
90 dBA at the microphone level, which may correspond to 115 dBA
at the vehicle tail-pipe level and around 75 dBA near the residen-
tial building along the highway. These measured SPLs clearly indi-
cate that vehicles noise has the potential to exceed the guidelines
for permissible noise limit recommended by Environmental Pro-
tection Agency (EPA) and WHO. Furthermore, the acceptable noise
level is significantly lower in the late night hours owing to the
sleep disturbance. Therefore, the triggering threshold Th is chosen
as 20–25 dB more than the average SPL values during different
time of the day, as shown in Table 1. As shown, the threshold value
varies during the 24 h with minimum at 60 dBA for late night
hours, when annoyance noise level is very low. For the day time
with heavy traffic density, threshold is kept at a maximum of
75 dB and 70 dB for weekday and weekend, respectively. Similar
guidelines of the maximum permissible noise limits are recom-
mended for construction work [15] and factory premises [16] reg-
ulated by EPA for different time of the day, as well as working and
non-working days.

Continuous storage of audio, video, number plate images and
weather information: Once the high-speed camera is triggered,
the vehicle’s number plate images of size around 60 megabytes
per vehicle are saved with date and time stamps in the image
logger. At the same time, the wide-angled video camera is con-
tinuously saving video footage of highway traffic in the video
logger with date and time stamps. The data logger is continu-
ously saving the raw audio data acquired from each micro-
phone into wav files, time averaged SPL log and temperature
log data. System is also recording temperature log and rain
information. All the data on data logger, image logger and wide
angled video logger along with the weather information is
safely stored in the onboard local (5 Terabytes) hard disc drive
storage. Also, the data logger and image logger are simultane-
ously pushing the data onto the Remote server using the 3G
network connection. The IP CCTV video is also getting streamed
onto the remote server via the 3G connection for a live moni-
toring purpose.

Fig. 4. Pictures showing different views of the NoivelCam system.
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display and local data storage unit. All the sensors have been
mounted on a rugged aluminum casing housing the controller
inside and microphones hanging from a foldable bracket, as shown
in Fig. 4. It should be noted that the two microphones are pointing
downwards and positioned symmetrically along the center of the
monitored lane.

2.2. System processing framework

The processing blocks of the NoivelCam system were imple-
mented using the National Instruments LabVIEW graphical user
interface [12], which provides a fast prototyping development
platform for both coding and the user interface. The whole process

Fig. 2. (a) Each lane on expressway is 3.5 m wide and measurement zone is equal to width of one lane, as shown by dotted semicircular area. It is assumed that at any time
there will be only one vehicle inside the measurement zone. (b) Cone subtended by the shotgun microphone on the boundary of measurement zone. Overhead bridge height
for expressway setup is taken as 5.2 m for the angle of cone ‘h’ calculation, (c) Polar plot for shotgun microphone. It is clear that for h = 19 deg, an attenuation of at least 4 dB is
offered in the neighboring lanes using the shotgun microphones.

Fig. 3. Hardware block diagram of the NoivelCam system.

238 A. Agha et al. / Applied Acoustics 117 (2017) 236–245

Source : Agha & al - 2016
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! Bike near the boundary of monitored lane along with other
vehicles in close proximity:
A loud bike travelling at high speed near the border of the
monitored lane was identified as true case based on the
TDOA criterion of the two stage filtration approach
(Fig. 10(d)).

Different traffic scenarios identified as false cases are described
as below:

! Two vehicles in adjacent lanes, no vehicle in monitored lane:
As depicted in Fig. 11(a), although SPL crossed ‘Th’, however
TDOA values rooted it out as a false case as also confirmed by

Fig. 10. Screenshots extracted from wide angled video of the true captured cases recorded during in-situ deployment.

Fig. 11. Screenshots extracted from wide angled video of the false captured cases recorded during in-situ deployment.

244 A. Agha et al. / Applied Acoustics 117 (2017) 236–245
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Merci de votre attention

joel.lelong@univ-eiffel.fr


